In order to improve capability of operational decision-making synchronization (ODMS) in command and control (C2) organization, the paper puts forward that ODMS is the negotiation process of situation cognition with three phases about "situation cognition, situation interaction and decision-making synchronization" in complex environment, and then the model and strategies of ODMS are given in quantity. Firstly, measure indexes of three steps above are given in the paper based on the time consumed in negotiation, and three patterns are proposed for negotiating timely in high quality during situation interaction. Secondly, the ODMS model with two stages in continuous changing situation is put forward in the paper, and ODMS strategies are analyzed within environment influence and time restriction. Thirdly, simulation cases are given to validate the process of ODMS under different continuous changing situations the results of this model are better than the other previous models to fulfill the actual restrictions, and the process of ODMS can be adjusted more reasonable for improving the capability of ODMS. Then we discuss the case and summarize the influence factors of ODMS in the C2 organization as organization structure, shared information resources, negotiation patterns, and allocation of decision rights.
Introduction
As remarkable characteristics of joint operation under information condition, systems combat demands that operational entities should form the coincident combat intention within networked operational systems in cognition domain, and then the entities can be driven to take cooperative action in physical domain, which makes operation synchronization realized to improve combat effectiveness of weapons systems in the furthest extent [1] . So study in operation synchronization has great significance on combat effectiveness of networked operational systems.
In the concept of network centric warfare (NCW), operation synchronization is mainly referred to self-synchronization [2] . As the development of NCW, the concept of network centric operations (NCO) is paid more attention to decisionmaking synchronization and action synchronization. Based on situation awareness within complex environment in information domain, situation cognition difference can be formed within different operation entities, respectively. Then certain regulations or strategies should be followed by each operation entity to realize situation interaction in high quality, which can achieve operational decision-making synchronization (ODMS) with unanimous situation cognition [3] . Then different operational entities are driven to take cooperative action within operational systems in physical domain. So in order to study operation synchronization in quantity, the primary question about how to model and improve ODMS should be solved firstly.
At present, the qualitative expatiation about ODMS is the essential requirement for networked systems combat in the future is put forward in [2, 3] . In order to study ODMS in quantity, ODMS is taken into account as complex activity in cognition domain within the command and control (C2) organization, and then some measure indexes and models of ODMS are given on the basis of C2 organization with mainly three methods as follows.
The first method is based on opinion emergence of group communication [4] , ODMS is regarded as opinion exchange process on the basis of group communication in [5, 6] . There are two shortcomings as follows: (1) communication is the process of exchange opinion among individuals but not 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering always obtain the consensus in the whole organization [7] . The illogical strategies and ambiguous indexes of communication are difficult to be used form the unanimous opinions directly, but mostly in oppose opinions, multiple opinions, and so on. (2) In actual combat process, operation plans can be formed by operation entities with situation cognition, respectively, and then ODMS can be is realized by operation plan-based negotiation among operation entities, which is named as situation interaction [8] . However, situation cognition is abstract and time variable in cognition domain. Presently as improvement on "three-layer" model of situation awareness [9, 10] , the researches on situation cognition, such as individual situation awareness [11] , and situation awareness velocity [12] , are deficient in analyzing situation cognition formation, and the research about influence of complex changing environment on the ODMS is still in blank.
The second method is with the macroscopic viewpoint of difference in situation cognition, models about cognitiveentropy (CE) and cognitive self-synchronization (CSSync) are put forward by Manso and Moffat in the American department of defense (DoD) [13] , and the compute method is given on the basis of the Experimental Laboratory for Investigating Collaboration, Information-sharing and Trust (ELICIT) [14] . The models are also not referred to situation cognition formation, especially cognition interaction process, and the relation between the CE and information entropy.
The third method is that ODMS model can be constructed as network dynamic as physics systems with the microscopic viewpoint of individual cognition. Dekker in Australian national defense research centre considers each operation entity as a coupled oscillator with different phase angles [15] . As an abstract model for synchronization in C2 organization, Kuramoto model is extended to describing the ODMS [16] . Information flow (including sensor information, operation scheme, and so on) in the organization is synthesized as a phase angle, and information difference is considered as feedback of phase angle; the synchronization process can be controlled by adjusting coupled coefficients. Although the model can be used to depict the synchronization process, it excessively depends on the network synchronization in physics, which is hardly applied to actual military operation.
The ODMS demands situation interaction among operation entities to achieve unanimous situation cognition, and situation interaction can be adjusted with different patterns agilely but only certain coefficients. Therefore, combining macroscopic view and microscopic view, this paper presents that ODMS is a negotiation process of situation cognition interaction in complex environment, which contains three phases about "situation cognition, situation interaction and decision-making synchronization. "
Taking time consumed into account, we construct the ODMS model with measure indexes of three phases in the paper. Then ODMS strategies are analyzed to adapt the environment influence and time restriction. Finally, the process of ODMS is verified in simulation cases in complex environment, including continuous changing situation, environment influence, and time restriction, which reflects that the model and strategies are feasible and available. On the basis of this, via analyzing and discussing the simulation results, the ODMS inhibitors and enablers are summarized in the paper.
The paper is organized as follows: measure indexes of ODMS in complex environment are given in Section 2; ODMS model is constructed in Section 3, and ODMS strategies within the environment influence and time restriction are put forward in Section 4. And the simulation cases are designed to validate the model and strategies in Section 5. After comparing and discussing the simulation results, influence factors of ODMS are given in Section 6, and the conclusion and further work are given in Section 7.
Measure Indexes of ODMS in Complex Environment
The influence of complex environment on ODMS mainly contains two aspects: continuous changing situation and environment influence on communication. According to the process of ODMS with three phases in Figure 1 , time-oriented measure indexes in each phase are given combining topological structure of C2 organization in the paper; especially different situation changing patterns and negotiation patterns are put forward in situation interaction stage.
Indexes of Continuous Changing Situation.
Situation change can be reflected as the number change of operation entities with updating situation information rapidly. If situation changes quickly, it will arouse the action of updating situation information within sufficient limit time. So situation information elements apperceived item by item in operational entities can be regarded as situation information flow and depicted as continuous changing functions.
Definition 1.
Situation change rate (SCR): it is the ratio of the number of operational entities with updating situation information, brought by the situation change directly in unit time, to the total number of operational entities in C2 organization, marked as ℎ in formula (1), which can be used to reflect the speed of situation change:
where ∈ [0, ] denotes that number of operational entities with updating situation information in the moment of , is the total number of operational entities in the C2 organization, and ℎ ∈ [0, 1] shows the SCR in the time of . Combined [12] , three patterns of continuous changing situation are put forward in Figure 2 , whose general expressions are given in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , ∈ [0,1], > 0, and if = 0, then the 1st pattern ℎ = 0 reflects that there is no operational entity updating the situation information in the time of , which shows that the situation is stable (as one special case of continuous changing situation). Via compound calculation with the three patterns of continuous changing situation, more complex patterns of situations change can be generated in the paper. 
Indexes of Situation Cognition.
During the situation changing process, different situation cognition can be formed within different operational entities [10] . Due to the limits of time and resources, each operational entity can hardly negotiate with all the others. In the actual combat process, operational entity should negotiate with the surroundings. Taking the situation cognition level of certain operational entity (such as superior command center) as target, the others should adjust their own situation cognition via negotiating with the operational entity rapidly, and the ODMS in C2 organization can be realized when the situation cognition of others is consistent with target entity. Then indexes of situation cognition are defined as follows.
Definition 2.
Situation cognition level (SCL): it is the maturity degree about operational entities in analyzing and comprehending the situation information of battlefield to form the action plans. As the improvement of discrete model in situation cognition in [17] , SCL can be used to describe continuous process of individual situation cognition and marked as ∈ [0, 1]. When = 0 denotes that SCL of operational entity is in the blank status, = 1 shows that the SCL of operational entity is in the complete status, and ∈ (0, 1) shows that the SCL of operational entity is in the forming status. Definition 4. Information perception ability (IPA): in the process of situation cognition formation, it is used to reflect the ability of analyzing and comprehending situation information in operational entity , marked as V . With the time of operational entity analyzing the situation information increasing, the SCL can be continuous improved. The more network resources are possessed by the operational entity in the C2 organization, the higher value of its IPA [18] ; and the higher network average degree of C2 organization, the stronger the degree of the whole IPA:
where ∈ (0, 1) is entity importance degree (EID) of the th object in C2 organization, is the time of situation cognition formation, and ⟨ ⟩ denotes that network average degree of C2 organization, which is directly proportional with networked level. And ∈ {0, 1} is environment inducement factor if = 1 shows that operational entity is induced as target entity, and = 0 denotes that operational entity can be regarded as compromise entity.
Indexes of Situation Interaction.
According to measure indexes of centrality in social network [19] , the situation interaction is described as action plan-based negotiation in the view of time consuming. Based on the topological Definition 5. Information share ability (ISA): it is information share speed among operational entities, which reflects difference of negotiation speed among the operational entities. And V is marked as the ISA between operational entity and . The ISA of each entity is directly proportional to EID [20] :
where and are the EID of operational entity and separately, and ∈ [0, 1] is the communication unblocked degree. And that = 1− , ∈ [0, 1] is environment influence factor. Then the value of is given in Table 2 according to the classification of electromagnetic environment in [21] . Definition 6. Situation interaction time (SIT): it is the time cost in forming the unanimous opinion between operational entities and , which is marked as :
Definition 7. Situation interaction quality (SIQ): as situation interaction is realized by action plan-based negotiation, compromise extent is used to measure negotiation quality in situation interaction between operational entities and , marked as ∈ [0, 1] in formula (5) . With the SIT increasing, the SIQ is improving correspondingly; when exceeding certain time, the SIQ keeps invariability in maximum, and the SCL is in the complete status:
Combined EID and directions of situation interaction, three negotiation patterns are put forward in the paper. And the three functions of SIQ are defined as = ( , , ) in Table 3 .
In Figure 3 , the 1st pattern shows the equality negotiation process between two operational entities with the same EID. The 2nd pattern reflects that operational entity with high EID, as compromise entity, is persuaded to negotiate with target entity in low EID. The compromise entity is cautious to analyze and judge the SCL of target entity, as SCT, slowly in the beginning, and later gradually learn and understand from the target entity to keep the SCL consistent with SCT rapidly in a short time. The 3rd pattern denotes that operational entity with low EID as compromise entity makes a concession in negotiating with target entity in low EID. Then the compromise entity accepts the SCL of target entity as SCT directly without analysis and then learns SCT slowly after accepting in some extent to reach the SCL unanimous with target entity.
Suppose that ISA of three negotiation patterns in the direction of → is V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 separately, and we can obtain that V 2 < V 1 < V 3 according to formula (3) . And suppose that SIT of three negotiation patterns is * 1 , * 2 , and * 3 , we can gain that * 3 < * 1 < * 2 with formula (4). Then we can derivate relative ISA with V = V /Δ , then * = 1/V = , 0 < ≤ * . And SIQ functions are general formulas.
Definition 8. Situation interaction function:
it is used to describe situation interaction process between two adjacent entities. In the direction of → , can be increased by negotiating with as SCT, and can be calculated in the time of according to formula (6):
where * = ( * ) denotes the SCL of operational entity after situation interaction. When = 0 reflects that there is no effect in the negotiation, ∈ (0, 1) shows that situation interaction is accomplished in certain extent, and = 1 shows that situation interaction is accomplished completely.
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Indexes of Situation Interaction.
Based on certain situation prediction, SCL of someone operational entity in advantageous environment is obtained to the complete status firstly, so the operational entity is induced to be the target entity in the C2 organization. In order to improve SCL, other entities should adopt corresponding negotiation patterns to make situation interaction in high quality quickly, which can make SCL of the whole C2 organization in complete status to reach ODMS. Relative definitions are given as follows.
Definition 9.
Situation prediction level (SPL): before obtaining the situation information about opposite party, original SCL of commander can be formed with active thinking and estimation in forecast process [22] , which is called SPL and marked as . As network resources in C2 organization (such as the sensors and command systems) are possessed by operational entities with different EID separately, SPL of each operation entity can be generated in different extent before situation cognition formation, and ≥ 0.
Definition 10. Synchronization time (ST)
: for each operational entity in C2 organization, it is the maximum sum of SIT and time consumed in situation cognition formation, marked as in the formula (7). After the time of , the SCL of all the operational entities is in the complete status:
Definition 11. Synchronization extent (SE): it is the ratio of SCL of compromise entity after situation interaction and SCL of target entity , and marked as in formula (8) . Due to difference in interior condition and influence from exterior environment, ODMS is hardly accomplished completely:
where = 1− denotes accepted synchronization error. As
.05] is defined in the paper to ensure basic ODMS and ∈ [0.95, 1] in formula (8) .
Definition 12. Synchronization time effectiveness (STE): it is the ratio of time consumed in situation cognition phase and situation interaction phase, and marked as in formula (9) . STE reflects that time-consuming distribution of each phase in ODMS:
where > 0, = max ∈ { } and = − is the time consuming of situation cognition and situation interaction in the C2 organization separately.
Definition 13. Synchronization qualities (SQ): it is the ratio of SCL increment in situation interaction phase and SCL in situation cognition phase, and it is marked as in formula (10) . So SQ reflects the process of increasing SCL in each phase of ODMS:
where > 0, = ∑ ∈ ( )/ , and = − is the average increment of SCL in phase of situation cognition and situation interaction separately.
ODMS Model in Complex Environment
3.1. Initialize C2 Organization. The triple set { , , } is used to represent C2 organization, is the number of operational entities, is the adjacency matrix of C2 organization, is the SPL set of operational entities, and = { | ∈ } is the EID set of operational entities. The EID reflects the ability of operational entity possessing the network resources, which lies in the betweenness centrality and degree centrality of the entity in the C2 organization [23] , and the calculation method in [24] is adopted in the paper.
Construct Model of ODMS.
Decision-making synchronization experienced two phases about situation cognition and situation prediction. Phase 1. Situation cognition: with a certain SPL, the SCL of each operational entity is increased slowly during the process of analyzing and comprehending situation information under continuous changing situation. When SCL of certain operational entity in advantageous environment is improved to the complete status in a short time, then the entity is induced to be the target entity, and other entities are regarded as compromise entities. According to formula (2), situation cognition model is constructed as follows:
where ∈ , is the time of information perception in operational entity before situation interaction, and ℎ ( ) is the SCR in the time of . When = 1 in formula (2), the entity is regarded as target entity, and = 0 denotes that it is compromise entity.
Phase 2. Situation interaction: based on the SCL of target entity in the complete status firstly, compromise entities make situation interaction with the target entity by applying corresponding negotiation patterns to improve their SCL in complete status, which can achieve ODMS. According to 6
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where = {1, . . . , } is the set of operational entities, ( ) ( ∈ {1, 2, 3}) is the SIQ of entity applying the th negotiation pattern, and 0 < ≤ * . When ≡ 1 shows the complete synchronization process and comprehensive synchronization extent as ≡ 1 in formula (12) ≤ ≤ 1 denotes the incomplete synchronization process, and ∈ [0.95, 1).
ODMS Strategies within Environment and Time Restriction
Due to influence of the environment in battlefield, such as complex environment and operation timerestrictions [21] , information sharing among the operational entities in situation interaction is always incomplete, which leads to the incomplete ODMS. We suppose that situation interaction route in C2 organization is marked as
Taken situation interaction route → → ⋅⋅⋅ , contains situation interaction segments, as an example, the properties of ODMS are analyzed as follows in detail.
ODMS Strategies within Environment Influence
Property 1 (environment adaptability in choosing situation interaction route). Suppose that there are situation interaction routes existing from entity to entity
As differences in environment influence, it leads to difference in communication unblocked degree among different interaction routes. In order to realize unblocked interaction route by any possibility, environmental adaptability operator (EAO) is designed below to choose the best situation interaction route * with the minimum value, which is in favor of adapting the environment change:
And , +1 is the communication unblocked degree within the situation interaction segment → +1 .
Proof. According to recurrence method, the case of interaction situation route with two segments ( 1 = 2 = 2) should be proved firstly. Suppose that there are two situation interaction routes:
For the 1st situation interaction route, each interaction segment with formula (3):
In situation cognition stage, due to interaction position of entity 1 and entity 2 is in the same level, and then , so the factor as below plays decisive role in denominator:
which is regarded as the environmental adaptability operator, and → 0, and then
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With the same method, for the 2nd situation interaction route, the EAO is
Due to , ∈ [0, 1], we obtain that
2 , the 1st situation interaction route is chosen; otherwise, we should choose the 2nd situation interaction route.
When there are several situation interaction routes ( 1 ≥ 2, 2 ≥ 2 . . . , ≥ 2), the EAO of each situation interaction route is Δ
The best situation interaction route should be chosen with the EAO with minimum value:
Inference 1. Suppose that there are situation interaction routes in two types: merely-single interaction segment ( 1 = 1) and multiple interaction segments ( 2 ≥ 2), and we should take the merely-single interaction segment as the situation interaction route.
Proof. Suppose that the situation interaction route with merely-single interaction segment
And situation interaction route with multiple interaction segments: Property 2 (multitarget entities adjustability in situation interaction routes). Suppose that there are several situation interaction routes existing from target entities to entity , and it is described as → = {( , +1 )| → +1 ; , +1 ∈ ∧ ( ∈ = { 1 , . . . , }, +1 = )}. As difference in environment influence, environmental adaptability operator (EAO) is designed below to adjust, and we should choose the best situation interaction route with the minimum value of EAO:
Then * is chosen as situation interaction route, which reflects that plan-based negotiation is from the target entity ℎ to comprise entity , and other target entities have no effect on the negotiation. So multitarget entities can be adjustable in situation interaction routes.
Proof. According to recurrence method, the case of interaction situation route with two target entities ( = 2) should be proved firstly. Suppose that situation interaction routes with two interaction segments ( 1 = 2 = 2) are given by
And each EAO is
When
| 2 → , we should choose the 1st situation interaction route from target entity 1 to compromise entity , and target entity 2 is free to search other compromise entities, which reflects the cooperation among the different target entities to improve situation interaction in high efficiency.
Similarly, for the multitarget entities ( > 2) and each route with multiinteraction segments ( 1 > 2, . . . , > 2), we can obtain that
Then we can choose the target entity * in optimization to interact with compromise entity , and other target entities / * are used to negotiate with other compromise entities, which are using resources efficiently to realize ODMS.
Inference 2.
Suppose that there are situation interaction routes from target entities to compromise entity with two types: merely-single interaction segment ( 1 = 1) and multiple interaction segments ( 2 ≥ 2), and we also should take the merely-single interaction segment as the situation interaction route.
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Proof. Suppose that situation interaction route with merelysingle interaction segment ( 1 = 1) is
From target entities ( ∈ {2, 3, . . . , }) to entity m, situation interaction routes with several interaction segments ( ≥ 2) are given by
And the situation interaction route with merely-single interaction segment is suitable to be adopted.
In order to adapt the influence of environment change, combining Properties 1 and 2, strategies below should be taken to find the situation interaction route quickly, which can improve ODMS capability.
(1) In the case target entity and compromise entity are both fixed, according to Property 1 and Inference 1, and when is low, we should choose , namely, EID, with high value in the situation interaction route, which can reduce the interaction limit time * | → 0 . Otherwise, when is in high value, choosing the entity with in high value will cause communication blocked severely, so we should choose entity with in low value, and then Δ * | → is also reduced, which can make * | >0 depress.
(2) In the case about target entities are uncertainty but compromise entities are fixed, according to Property 2 and Inference 2, we should choose situation interaction route with merely-single interaction segment in possible, which can be used to confirm the suitable target entities and form the situation interaction route in the whole C2 organization.
Thus ODMS strategies set of choosing situation interaction routes under environment influence is:
where * is the situation interaction route in optimization within st → en .
ODMS Strategies within Time Restriction.
In the actual operation, in order to ensure the cooperation action among operational entities, ODMS is usually incomplete within the time restriction, and there are certain accepted synchronization errors in ODMS. We can summarize properties as follows.
Property 3 (error accumulation in incomplete ODMS
). Due to that ≤ ≤ 1 and the SIQ of each situation interaction segment is in little difference, so ( ) ≈ ( ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ( ), which are marked as in unified. Accepted synchronization error in the interaction segment → , in which entity is taken as target entity, is approximate described as
where ( ) is the SIQ of entity .
Proof. According to recurrence method, the process of the interaction segment of → can be described as
. Then the local synchronization error is
In the situation interaction segment → , we can obtain
As ( ) ≈ ( ) and both of them are marked as , then
Due to ( ) ≈ ( ), we can gain that
we can obtain that 0 < Δ < Δ , and synchronization accumulation is enlarged through continuous situation interaction. So according to analogy analysis in the situation interaction route, we can gain Property 3.
Property 4 (time adjustability in incomplete ODMS). In incomplete ODMS, time adjustability of negotiation with concession pattern is the best of the three negotiation patterns. The time consumed in concession pattern is less than other two negotiation patterns with the same SIQ, which provides larger time range for subsequent interaction segments to adjust and fulfill the time restriction.
Proof. In the situation interaction segment → , time consumed of complete ODMS with the th negotiation pattern is * , and time consumed of incomplete ODMS ( = < 1) is correspondingly, then < * ( ∈ {1, 2, 3}), and Due to = 1 and 0 < < 1, then + > 1, √ + √ > 1, so √ − √ < − < 2 − 2 . Then we can deduce that Δ 3 > Δ 1 > Δ 2 . As known in Figure 3 , the time 3 consumed in concession negotiation process is much less than * 3 in the incomplete ODMS with = 0.95, which reflects the best time adjustability in three negotiation patterns. With the decrease of , the difference of gap is enlarged in the different negotiation process.
Combined Properties 3 and 4, when the performance of ODMS cannot fulfill the time restriction, we should take following strategies to adjust the performance of ODMS.
(1) Adjusting time consumed in situation interaction segment with low EID operational entities in any possible way: according to Property 3, synchronization error of operation entities with high EID will cause error accumulation in following situation interaction.
(2) Adopting the concession pattern in negotiation in any possible way: according to Property 4, when target entity is changed, structure of C2 organization should be adjusted for controlling more resource quickly, which can transfer the target entity to be the most important entity for concession negotiation.
Based on the analysis above, ODMS strategies set within time restriction can be constructed as = { | ≤ ≤ 1, ∈ }, where is the SIQ of each interaction segment.
Simulation Cases
Parameters Setting.
Taking the operational organization in [25] , for example, the organization is abstracted as network of C2 organization with 25 nodes and 4 command corporations shown in Figure 4 , whose average degree is ⟨ ⟩ = 1.92, and parameters are initialized as seen in Table 4 . Suppose that SPL is uniform distribution within [0, 0.1], and entity o with the highest EID is induced as target entity with facility.
ODMS Performance in Continuous Changing Situation.
In the ideal condition ( = 0), according to parameters setting above, stable situation (as special continuous changing situation) and three continuous changing situation patterns are given together in Table 5 . As limit of paper, the sudden changing situation within ∈ [0, 5] and the IPA of each entity are analyzed in Figure 5 . The axis of abscissa shows time consumed and axis of ordinate express SCL, and then complete ODMS under four changing situations, shown in Figure 6 , can be described as curve cluster about the SCL changing process of 25 operational entities. With two phases in ODMS process, STE can be obtained on the basis of time consuming within two stages correspondingly and shown in Figure 7(a) . Meanwhile, SQ can be gained with cognition change in two stages and shown in Figure 7 (b). Other measure indexes of ODMS are listed in Table 6 . From the statistics in Table 6 , with the increase of SCR, the ST is shortened correspondingly.
As in process P1 in Figure 6 (a), due to little change in the situation, there are fewer nodes updating situation information. Then long time is consumed in situation cognition stage, but the SCL is not improved highly, which leads to more time used to negotiate in situation interaction stage, and ST is extended in the ODMS, as P1 process in Figure 7 .
As in process P2 and process P3 in Figures 6(b) and 6(c) respectively, with SCR increasing, the number of nodes updating information raises correspondingly, and then IPA and SCL in situation cognition stage are improved in a short time. Compared with process P1, time consumed in situation interaction stage is shortened, and then ST can be reduced, which is shown as process P2 and process P3 in Figure 7 .
As process P4 in Figure 6 (d), the SCL of each operational entity improves with SCR increasing. When situation suddenly has a great change, it leads to situation information explosion apperceived by C2 organization in a short time. The communication routes are easy to be blocked, which can make the IPA decrease among the operational nodes and the SCL reduced (as subgraph shown in Figure 10 within  time interval [1, 2] ). After the decrease of SCR, the C2 organization's ability of efficiently processing and interpreting information recovers gradually, and SCL of each entity is still improved. Due to overload processing of situation information, the operational nodes have the highest SCL while consuming the minimum time, which is benefit for realizing ODMS in shortest time, shown in Figure 7 . According to above analysis, under continuous changing situation, the situation cognition stage is the foundation of situation interaction stage, which directly influences the STE and SQ of ODMS. When the target entity is transferred from o to op2, the ODMS performance of C2 organization with tree structure drops obviously under the stable situation (shown in Figure 8 ), which denotes that it is weak for C2 organization with tree structure to adapt situation change.
So in order to adapt the complex environment change, C2 organization should make entities obtain IPA as many as possible. The main ways are changing organization structure and selecting appropriate strategy to complete the situation interaction process. The following sections about two aspects strategies are used to improve the ODMS performance within environment influence and time restriction separately. 
ODMS Strategies under Environment
When
= 0, the situation interaction route in NET1 is still adopted in NET2, and the ODMS performance is shown in Figure 15 . When = [0, 0.2], it can reduce the communication unblocked degree . Taking op2 as target entity, ODMS strategies set of choosing situation interaction route is analyzed in Table 7 according to Properties 1 and 2, and ( * ) denotes the chosen situation interaction routes.
In Table 7 , op2 → p221 are the best situation interaction route to p22, respectively, according to Property 2. So the situation interaction routes in NET2 are given as NET2 = {
Comparing Figure 8 with Figure 10 , situation interaction routes chosen in reason can improve the quality of situation interaction, which also improves the ODMS performance. So the adaptive ability of NET2 with crossstructure is stronger than NET1 with tree structure. Based on this, C2 organization with network structure is generated by further extending networked level in Figure 11 , then ODMS performance is shown in Figure 12 , and strategies of choosing situation interaction route are listed in Table 8 .
Contrastive analysis in both NET3 and NET2, network degree of NET3 is higher than NET2, namely, ⟨ ⟩ = 2.24. It 
0.0859 * means that route with the symbol is the best situation interaction route from the fixed target entity to the fixed compromise entity and can be selected to negotiate.
has benefit to allocating decision rights, which is good for adjusting situation interaction routes to adapt environment influence. From entity op2 to entity p31, Table 8 and Table 7 are the results of allocating decision rights agilely. So situation interaction routes in NET3 are given as NET3 = {
ODMS Strategies within Time Restriction.
Suppose that, in order to realize cooperation among operational entities, the time restriction is within 20 unit time (remarked as red vertical real line in Figure 12 ), and the accepted synchronization error within 5%, and then SE should reach 95% at least (remarked as red horizontal dotted line in Figure 12 ODMS performance is acceptable under other three situation changing patterns with NET1 but the stable situation with NET3. As communication is blocked in some extent within NET3, it takes long time for situation interaction, which makes ST beyond the time restriction.
As shown in sub graph of Figure 12 , entities p132 and p131 do not fulfill the time restriction. The strategies set of incomplete ODMS is given as Table 9 , and the processes of incomplete ODMS are shown in Figure 13 .
Because that entity op2 is the most important entity in NET3 (shown in Table 4 ), other entities should adopt concession negotiation pattern to realize situation interaction in high quality, so the ODMS performance is new, and the ST of C2 organization is in low adjustability. Following the strategies in Table 9 , the ST of incomplete ODMS is shortened with 0.772 and 0.765, respectively, and comprehensive synchronization extent is 0.9946 and 0.9967, respectively, which can fulfill the operation demand.
Discussion
As known in simulation cases, ODMS with three phases is studied in detail in the paper. Then compared with models 
0.0812 * means that route with the symbol is the best situation interaction route from the fixed target entity to the fixed compromise entity and can be selected to negotiate.
referred to in Section 1, the advantages and shortcomings of the ODMS model are analyzed and discussed in this paper.
For the group communication model in [5, 6] , it does not refer to the opinion formation. Taking the incomplete ODMS process 0 1 in Figure 12 as example, the SCL in the time of = 13 is regarded as original opinions, and communication parameters in [5] are introduced as opinion accepted degree = 0.2 and communication allow degree = 0.2. Suppose that 1 unit time is consumed in the each communication process in the whole C2 organization, and then the results of two methods can be expressed in the same picture. After 25 units time, the synchronization process in [5] is shown with red real line in Figure 14 . As communication processes have no effect on the SCL improvement of certain entity in the end, it can hardly get to the unanimous status, which also makes ODMS realization in hard.
For the models of CE and CSSync in [13] , they do not refer to cognitive formation but only the difference of cognition. After the SCL of the entities is all in the complete status, then CSSync = 1, which reflects that complete ODMS. The process of CSSync is shown in Figure 15 . For Kuramoto model in [16] , synchronization process is only controlled by a coupled coefficient (as feedback of synthesized information difference), and it does not take the strategies of ODMS into account, which makes it hard to adapt to the environment change.
According to the ODMS processes in NET1, NET2 and NET3, we can summarize four factors for influencing the ODMS capability of different organizations, including organization structure, shared information resources, interactions patterns, and allocation of decision rights. Then inhibitors and enablers for different ODMS factors are given for compared analyzing in Table 10 .
For the 1st factor about organization structure, with the networked level of C2 organization increasing from NET1 to NET3, IPA of operational entities can be improved remarkably for promoting the SCL, which is benefit for enhancing the ODMS performance. Then enabler of networked structure is networked structure, and the inhibitor of organization structure is traditional tree structure. For the 2nd factor about shared information resources, as P1 in Figure 6 (a) and ODMS process in Figure 10 , the situation information resources are shared in sufficiency, which is good for shortening the ST. Thus enabler for the factor is shared across members and all information accessible across entities, and inhibitor for the factor is none or a few shared (mainly kept within own entities). For the 3rd factor about interactions patterns, comparing P5 with P1, P2, P3, and P4, as the entity op2 is not the most important entity in NET1, there are fixed restrictions of allocating decision rights, which is not good for forming the suitable situation interaction route for adapting to the environment influence. So interactions patterns with highly fixed and constrained in superior-subordinate will inhibit ODMS capability improvement. However, compared with the complete ODMS processes in NET2 (within Figure 10 ) and NET3 (within Figure 12) , there are several interaction patterns to be selected, and we can change situation interaction pattern in agility, which is good for improving the SIQ; thus interactions patterns with unconstrained and agile across entities can be regarded as the enabler of the factor. For the 4th factor about allocation of decision rights, the fixed taskrole-based decision rights can inhibit the situation cognition level formation and interaction pattern optimizing selection, which will depress the ODMS capability of the organization. However, with the networked level of organizations increasing, the decision rights can be distributed to different subjects according to situation change, which is good for adjusting situation interaction routes to adapt to environment influence and can be regarded as enabler for the factor.
Conclusion and Further Work
With the viewpoint of time consumed, the model of ODMS is constructed with three phases under complex environment, and the strategies of ODMS are put forward in the paper within environment influence and time restriction to improve the ODMS performance for adapting to environment. Concerning the several factors in ODMS, such as situation interaction patterns, situation interaction route, and situation in different changing patterns, the process of ODMS can be controlled more reasonable, and the results of this model are better than the other previous models to fulfill the actual demand.
As the environment of battlefield is complex and uncertain, the influence on ODMS is changing instantly. The C2 organization is the critical factor. So the future work might involve the dynamic self-adaptation of C2 organization within different environment. If several operational entities cannot percept situation information, the organization structure should be adjusted and optimized to make these entities form IPA. Then how to adjust C2 organization in optimization, such as adding and cutting down entities, or changing the structure on the basis of fixed entities, is the difficult problems to enhance the ODMS performance.
